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Job Description

ABOUT US:
At GreedyGame, we are revolutionizing the way the world looks at
mobile advertising. Every day, 7 million+ users get to enjoy a seamless
and beautiful gaming experience because of our platform. We are
looking for driven, forward-thinking, problem solvers to make this
system bigger and better. GreedyGame is a platform which enables
blending of ads within mobile gaming experience using assets like
background, characters, power-ups through our SDK. It helps
advertisers engage audiences while they are using apps or playing
games and empowers developers to monetize their app development
efforts through non-intrusive advertising.

JOB DETAILS:
Seniority Level: Mid-Senior level
Industry: Marketing & Advertising
Employment Type: Full-Time
Job Functions: Engineering, Information Technology
Job Location: Bengaluru

WHAT WILL BE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES?
Plan and release new features of the SDK reaching to millions of
devices everyday
Analyze for performance bottlenecks and profile code for performance
Write code (in Java/ Kotlin) that's readable, well documented and is
meaningfully tested
Building tools around the SDK and Publishers which helps in ease of
integrationInteract with developers all over the world to understand
their use case and feedback on the product

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
BE/B-Tech/M-Tech/MS in Computer Science.
2+ Years of experience in Android with an in depth knowledge of
Android internals
1+ Year of experience in Kotlin
Knowledge of common design patterns and their applications
SDK development is a big plus
Working knowledge of networking libraries and technologies
Hands on experience with GIT is a must

WHAT ARE WE BUILDING?
GreedyGame is building mobile first advertising solutions. We are a
platform which enables blending of ads within mobile apps and games
so that they become a part of the content. This allows developers to
monetise their apps and games without degrading the user experience.
Check out greedygame.com to know more!

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU?
Opportunity to be a part of the big disruption we are creating in the
ad-tech space.
Learn and grow at a free, open and fast paced environmentOffice in
one of the most happening places in Bangalore.
An amazing clan and the opportunity to be a part of it, free lunch on
all days of the week, fully stocked pantry within 20 feet reach, a
foosball table to burst stress and a great working environment.
Continuous feedback system to ensure that improvement is a
constant focus.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Android
Kotlin
Java
SDK
GIT
Mobile Ads

